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WE!ASKED!OUR!CONTRIBUTORS

“what is smart style?”

1. Mark Ellwood
WRITER

“Eau de War Zone”
STYLE!AND!SUBSTANCE Having 
style gives you substance—people 
take notice. Consider the fashion 
icon Iris Apfel. TRAVEL Wandering 
the streets of London is always like 
looking six months into the style fu-
ture. Fashion is in its DNA. TREND"
ING On Twitter we like candid people 
best; discretion is off-trend. We’re 
forgiven more easily for saying too 
much than for saying too little. It’s a 
move toward complete transparency.

2. Kris Frieswick
WRITER

“Are You Ready to Bike  
the Maze?”
INSPIRATION The Duchess of 
Cambridge is elegant without being 
trendy. ICON I have a view of One 
World Trade Center—it’s a visual 
representation of everything I love 
about New York: intelligence, per-
sonality, lifestyle. WANTING I’ll be 
in Italy this month, where I intend 
to buy an Italian mid-length leather 
coat. They’re classically designed 
and last forever.

3. Lesley M.M. Blume
WRITER

“Holcomb, Kansas: 2013”
STYLE!AND!SUBSTANCE Style 
requires high intelligence—a great 
presentation must be thoughtfully 
conceived. INSPIRATION!Two books: 
Infinite Variety: The Life and Legend 
of the Marchesa Casati and Diana 
Vreeland’s D.V. They are field guides 
on how to live life as an art form.  
ON!PRINCIPLE!Surrealism, espe-
cially as rendered by the famous 
Elsa Schiaparelli–Salvador Dalí 
collaboration in the 1930s, is a 
reminder that absurdity and humor 
should play a role in our daily lives. 

4. Serge Bloch
ILLUSTRATOR

“The Future of Fitness”
INSPIRATION Artists like Paul Klee, 
Saul Steinberg, R. O. Blechman and 
Jean-Jacques Sempé—their works 
are beautiful because they are true. 
Klee is a master, balancing freedom 
of the line with structure. WANTING 
A Charlotte Perriand chair. Just  
to look at. ON!PRINCIPLE I search, 
in every form of art, for lightness,  
freedom and—if applicable—humor.

5. Heidi Mitchell
WRITER

“Go Ahead, Have Dessert!”
STYLE!AND!SUBSTANCE The best 
fashion references a time or place—
Alexander McQueen is a prime 
example—that gives it inherent sub-
stance. INSPIRATION  I usually look 
to the 1920s—I love the whimsy,  
the sparkle, the daring. Women  
took such fantastic risks, and men 
wore three-piece suits on any  
old Wednesday. WANTING What  
all women want: a pair of sexy  
black heels comfortable enough  
for everyday wear. 
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WE!ASKED!OUR!CONTRIBUTORS

“what is smart stylE?”

6. Cherie Burns
WRITER

“Doing Taos”
ICON Millicent Rogers, the subject 
of my recent book, worked with 
designers like Charles James but 
always added her personal stamp, 
like a Tyrolean vest from Austria. 
TRAVEL The architecturally stun-
ning Crystal Bridges museum in 
Bentonville, Arkansas [600 Museum 
Way; crystalbridges.org], by Moshe 
Safdie, functions as a showcase for 
its collection. ON!PRINCIPLE  
The most glorious-looking boots in 
the world have to be able to with-
stand snow and dusty roads.

7. Peter Weltman
WRITER

“Australian Wine Finds  
Its Edge”
TRAVEL I always look to various 
industries  and borrow style 
elements, such as the green canvas 
shoes worn by Shanghai city 
employees, or the city workers’  
blue jackets in Vienna. I took one to 
my tailor, and now it fits like an 
un  structured jacket. WANTING   
Real agar wood to burn for its 
intoxicating, fantastical aroma.  
ON!PRINCIPLE  I ask myself, “What 
is the most important thing to  
know about a subject?” Even in 
dressing, it helps to cut out the noise.

 8. Jessica  
Craig-Martin 
PHOTOGRAPHER

“This Way to a New Venice”
STYLE!AND!SUBSTANCE All I know 
is that intelligence is always in 
style. WANTING I am an ambulance 
chaser when it comes to fashion. 
For example, I have just discovered 
Prada nylon backpacks. So chic, 
lightweight—a radical touch of high-
end socialism! ON!PRINCIPLE Oscar 
Wilde said, “What is fashionable is 
what one is wearing oneself. What is 
unfashionable is what one is not.”

9. Joel Stans
PHOTOGRAPHER

“Modern Gemometry”
INSPIRATION The perfect aesthetic 
universe of designer Tom Ford’s film 
A Single Man. It’s impeccably styled, 
from cars to architecture. WANTING  
Nothing. But I admire a 1970s 
Porsche. It’s much more elegant 
than a contemporary automobile. 
ON!PRINCIPLE Style doesn’t come 
down to anything more than “I like 
this.” I’m not getting my M.F.A.—it 
really can be that simple.

10. Rachel Wolff
WRITER

“What the World Needs  
Now Is…Love”
INSPIRATION Anatole Broyard’s 
Kafka Was the Rage: A Greenwich 
Village Memoir—brainy meets boho 
in 1950s New York City. TRENDING 
Artist Wangechi Mutu’s corporeal 
collages present sex and fashion 
as elemental forces on par with 
our DNA. Her show “A Fantastic 
Journey” opens October 11 at the 
Brooklyn Museum [200 Eastern Pkwy.;  
brooklynmuseum.org]. ON!PRINCIPLE 
Style starts with the individual, but 
you have to grow into your bangs, 
glasses and penchant for androgy-
nous clothing. Confidence is key.
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Blackbook

THE!LAY!OF!THE!LAND  
An artery of rivers—including  
the namesake Margaret 

River—snakes through 
the region, moderat-
ing and defining the 
viticultural landscape 
on its way to the Indian 

and Southern oceans. 
And out of this laid-back 

surfers’ paradise comes  
wine reminiscent of Grand  
Vin De Bourgogne.

THE!LOCAL!STANDOUT 
Winemaker Virginia Wilcock has 
been the doyenne of the region 
for a quarter century. In 2006, 
she took over at Vasse Felix 
and began crafting wines that 
reflect the fruits of her globe-
trotting viticultural studies and  
a deep understanding of  
Western Australia’s potential.  

THE!BOTTLE!TO!BUY  
The 2011 Heytesbury Chardon-
nay ($43; negociantsusa.com) 
screams Burgundy, thanks to 
minimal sulfur and just the 
right amount of toasted oak. 
Wilcox’s barrel-select bottling 
includes only the best wine from 
each vintage and drinks with 
refinement, seamless acidity 
and minerality reserved for top-
notch Mersault. »

AUSTRALIAN 
WINE FINDS  

ITS EDGE
The Land Down Under has a reputation for  

producing wine that’s anything but subtle, but that’s  
not the whole story. PETER WELTMAN, sommelier at  

The NoMad Hotel in Manhattan, traveled halfway  
around the world to discover Australia’s most exciting 

regions, a new generation of terroir-focused  
winemakers and the balanced, nuanced wines  

available in America now.

u ncorke d

  MARGARET RIVER | Burgundy Down Under

In addition to 
the standout 
Heytesbury 
Chardonnay, 
Vasse Felix offers 
a Heytesbury 
red blend and a 
Cabernet that are 
just as deftly made. 
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Blackbook UNCORKED

THE BEST OF THE OLD SCHOOL 

 ADELAIDE HILLS | The Elegance of Altitude 

HUNTER VALLEY | Sémillon at Its Best 

THE!LAY!OF!THE!LAND 
The Adelaide Hills sit just 
southeast of the Barossa Valley, 
a wine region known for its hot 

continental climate and 
the ripe, powerful fruit 
it produces. The Hills, 
by contrast, are part of 

the Mount Lofty Ranges, 
which reach 2,385 feet at 

the highest peak. The fruit from 
these vineyards in the clouds 
makes for reds and whites that 
are subtle, graceful and light on 
their feet. 

THE!LOCAL!STANDOUT 
Brendon Keys was a globe-
trotting DJ and snowboarder 
before a wine sales job in 
London eventually led to a 
winemaking career that took 
him to New Zealand, California 

and finally the cool, elevated 
Lenswood pocket of the  
Adelaide Hills. 

THE!BOTTLES!TO!BUY  
The fruit for BK Wines’ wildly 
fragrant Skin n’ Bones Pinot 
Noir ($60; vsimports.com) is 
placed in barrels grape by 
grape and utilizes seriously 
extended skin contact—about 
276 days for the 2012 vintage. 
The result is an unmistakable 
yet delicate aroma of fresh ber-
ries and a wine that’s downright 
gulpable. The single-vineyard 
2012 Swaby Chardonnay ($60; 
vsimports.com), planted on Pica-
dilly’s breezy hillsides, is clean, 
textured and focused.

AND!DON’T!MISS"""! 
The Sauvignon Blanc and the 
Riesling from Shaw and Smith.

THE!LAY!OF!THE!LAND 
Viticulture is an uphill battle, 
thanks to the heat and heavy 

rains of the Hunter Valley, 
and Sémillon—best 
known for the sweet 
wines it produces in 
Sauternes—is not an 

easy grape to hang 
your hat on. The fruit is 

picked early, which can result 
in undrinkably acidic wines. 
But after three or four years of 
cellaring at the winery, Hunter 
Valley Sémillon transforms from 
a kind of piercing limeade to an 
electric, age-worthy wine with 

the creaminess and balanced 
acidity of great French Chablis. 

THE!LOCAL!STANDOUT 
Bruce Tyrrell is the fourth- 
generation winemaker at his 
family’s namesake winery and 
seems to relish the challenge of 
growing an unpopular grape in 
an underdog region. “Sémillon,” 
he says, “has been an obsession.”

THE!BOTTLE!TO!BUY 
Sourced from the original 1908 
Sémillon block, Tyrrell’s HVD 
Vineyard (from $13; totalwine.com) 
is the region’s gold standard. » 

Sémillon was introduced 
to the Hunter Valley via 
South Africa in the 1830s; 
the harsh conditions  
here require dedication 
and an appetite for risk. 

Thanks to knuckles 
tattooed with the 
words “Hand Made” 
on every screw cap, 
you might think BK 
Wines pays tribute 
to Brooklyn, New 
York. (The name 
actually comes from 
a combination of  
the winemaker’s and 
his wife’s initials.) 

Stephen Henschke (pictured 
with his wife, Prue) makes 
wine from vines planted by his 
ancestors five generations ago. 

The conversation about contemporary Australian wine is driven by youth and  
experimentation; Henschke Hill of Grace Shiraz (!"#$% negociantsusa.com), produced in 
the Eden Valley, is the antithesis of all that. Some vines on the one-acre plot date 

back to the 1860s, when the wine was used for sacramental purposes at the nearby 
Hill of Grace church, from which the vineyard takes its name. Today this single-

vineyard bottling is one of the country’s best; the 2006 vintage—powerful but never 
flamboyant—is shot through with blueberries, spice and sandalwood. Like a great 

Romanée-Conti, this is a wine that speaks deeply and directly to the place it’s from. C
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Blackbook UNCORKED

Known for his  
experiments with Italian 
grapes, Mark Lloyd also 

makes a mean Shiraz.

 THE!LAY!OF!THE!LAND 
The Yarra’s deep soils are 
home to apple orchards and 
endless acres of Shiraz that the 

big brands use to mass- 
produce jug wine. But 
today the region is 
home to a growing 

crop of artisan produc-
ers who turn out nuanced 

Pinot Noir and Shiraz balanced 
with grapes grown on cooler 
hillside vineyards. 

THE!LOCAL!STANDOUT  
In 2004, Luke Lambert outfitted 
a dirt-floored iron shed behind 
his house with a small basket 
press and a few old barrels and 
began the Herculean pursuit 
of taking on the blockbuster 

Shirazes of his homeland. He 
labels his wine Syrah, using 
the European nomenclature to 
declare a move away from Aus-
tralia’s massive, inky, overripe 
expression of the grape. 

THE!BOTTLES!TO!BUY 
Australia’s best imitation of 
the northern Rhone style is 
Lambert’s 2010 Yarra Valley 
Syrah ($72; epicureanwines 
.com)—complex, mysterious, 
unfiltered and unfined. His 
entry-level 2010 Crudo Syrah 
($42; epicureanwines.com)  
is a juicier interpretation for 
everyday drinking. 

AND!DON’T!MISS""" 
The Pinot Noir from Punt Road 
and the Oakridge Chardonnay. 

DOING THE BONDI BEACH THING

The winemaker Luke 
Lambert has a less-is-
more philosophy that 
translates to natural 
wines without the 
overpowering oak  
that Australian Shiraz  
is known for. 

YARRA VALLEY | Don’t Call It Shiraz

THE!LAY!OF!THE!LAND 
This is as old-world as the New 
World gets: Vines were first 
planted here in 1838, and the 
McLaren Vale is a geological 
mosaic composed of rock dating 
back between 15,000 to 650 

million years.  
THE!LOCAL!

STANDOUT In a region 
rife with Cabernet, Shiraz 

and Grenache, Mark Lloyd of 
Coriole wines has a simple 
explanation for his planting of 
Sangiovese, Fiano and Nero 
d’Avola: “We didn’t like the French, 

so we decided to plant Italian 
grapes.” A ride down Coriole’s 
cypress-lined drive feels like a 
foray into Tuscany.

THE!BOTTLE!TO!BUY 
There’s something disorienting 
about the screw cap on Coriole’s 
McLaren Vale Sangiovese ($12; 
countryvintner.com), which 
encloses pastoral Italian values 
with Australia’s industrious 
innovation. The wine shows its 
age with hues of garnet and 
channels the Old World with  
a nose of roasted tomatoes  
and herbs. 

MCLAREN VALE | An Aussie Take on Italy

Nestled in Sydney’s iconic seaside suburb, Stay Bondi (from $1,630; address provided 
upon booking; 61-2/9316-9066; staybondi.com.au) is the brainchild of landscape designer 

William Dangar and craftsman Bill Clifton—codirectors of the famed Robert 
Plumb design project. Together they created a pair of fully furnished three-

bedroom beach shacks—Bondi 100 and Bondi 133 (left)—that combine a sleek 
Scandinavian aesthetic with a sun-bleached, surfed-out Aussie sensibility.  

It’s just a few blocks from the lush courtyard stocked with Clifton’s elegant 
outdoor furniture to Australia’s most famous strip of sand. —MARIE!LE!FORTE

Grapes typically grown in 
Italy are thriving in the 
ancient soils of Australia’s 
McLaren Vale.
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